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Media Ignore Bank Records: “Biden Has Been Bought Off
by the Chinese Communist Party”

AP Images

Barack Obama once reportedly said of Joe
Biden, the man he worked with for eight
years, “Don’t underestimate Joe’s ability to
f*** things up.”

We can only imagine how much Biden could
mess things up were he compromised via
foreign cash payments. But we perhaps
don’t have to imagine how much he has
messed himself up in taking those payments
— because he left a recently uncovered
bank-record paper trail a mile long.

The evidence is so profound, mind you, that
commentator Thomas Lifson writes, “Joe
Biden has been bought off by the Chinese
Communist Party.” This doesn’t mean the
mainstream media will report on it, though.

In fact, in timing most odd, the story about the Biden bank records was followed the very next day by
the revelation that Donald Trump might be arrested for an apparently legal non-disclosure-agreement
payment. Why, a cynic could almost think that the latter is meant to distract from the former.

Lifson reports on the Biden story:

Thanks to the efforts of [Representative] James Comer [R-Ky.], we already have bank
records of $1 million flowing to Biden family members through a cutout named Rob Walker,
shortly after Biden left office as VP.

There is no indication of any particular services performed for this treasure, nor is there any
expertise among the recipients, who include the current POTUS’s son Hunter, his brother
James, Hunter’s mistress-at-the time Hallie Biden (who is also his brother’s widow and
Biden’s daughter-in-law) and an entity simply named “Biden.”

Rep. Comer, appearing on Maria Bartiromo’s Sunday Morning Futures program on Fox
News, said that this is “only the beginning.” There are “as many as 11 other deals” that are
being examined by his committee.

“We’re gonna follow the money. We knew there was a money trail; we’ve spoken to enough people that
were involved in the shady business games all around the world,” Comer also told Bartiromo.
“Everything that we’ve subpoenaed thus far was accurate from what our whistleblowers were telling us,
and we have a whole lot more information.”

The Washington Examiner provides more detail, writing:

The first deal refers to a report released by House Oversight showing Hallie Biden …
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received $35,000 from accounts tied to Hunter Biden’s associate Rob Walker, including
$25,000 that appears to have originated from a Chinese company. The report cited bank
records from Walker that were subpoenaed by the committee earlier this year.

The committee’s report showed the Chinese company State Energy HK Limited transferred
$3 million to Robinson Walker LLC, an account belonging to Walker, two months after Joe
Biden left the White House as vice president in 2017.

Hallie Biden received an initial payment of $10,000 from Walker’s account on Feb. 13, 2017,
and another $25,000 on March 20, 2017, according to the report. Lawmakers wrote in the
report that “Biden family members and their companies began receiving incremental
payments over a period of approximately three months” following the initial payments.

“We don’t know what the Biden’s did in return for this money,” Comer said. “The lawyer
said that it was a seed capital for business. We haven’t been able to find a business.”

Lifson points out that a “key moment” came six and a half minutes into Comer’s interview:

“The White House hasn’t been truthful about this from Day One. I don’t think the White House ever
dreamed we would get bank records,” the congressman said. “I’ve got bad news for the White House:
This is just the beginning. We’re gonna get a lot more bank records and they’re going to have to
continue to backpedal and come up with some kind of reason why the Biden family has received millions
and millions of dollars from our adversaries.” (Video below.)

Stating the obvious, Lifson also mentions that if a Republican office holder — and especially President
Trump — had been found to have taken oodles of cash from a geopolitical adversary he has been
pandering to, it would be front-page news and the word “treason” would figure prominently in it. Why,
the Trump/Russia/collusion hoax was a media obsession for years, and an innocuous 2019 phone call
Trump made to Ukrainian leader Volodymyr Zelenskyy was thought impeachment-worthy.

The kicker is that Biden was caught bragging (video below) at a January 2018 Council on Foreign
Relations appearance about essentially the same thing Trump was impeached for: threatening to
withhold aid to Ukraine for what might’ve been personal political gain.

If personal gain was the motivator, it’s not surprising that Biden might “mess things up” by boasting of
his coercion, as self-exaltation is his wont.

Remember, though, that Biden’s son, Hunter, was paid $83,333 a month by Ukrainian energy company
Burisma Holdings despite having no expertise whatsoever in that business. This brings us to why all this
matters:

Is Joe Biden compromised by way of these foreign payments? Does Beijing have dirt on him that it uses
to leverage favorable policy? Could he possibly be a Manchurian president?

And what of Ukraine? Could Biden’s total commitment to the nation’s war effort against Russia be
influenced by dirt the Ukrainians might have on his family?

Perhaps this is unlikely; these are just thoughts. But this is why having a media that actually does its job
— and exposes corrupt candidates so they’re not elected — matters.

Say what you will about Trump, but he lost money while in office and owing to his entry into politics in
general. In contrast, Biden has parlayed political power into riches — even as our country gets poorer.
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